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community, within the context set by its mission, its strategic aims, and its Christian values as a Church of England 

Academy.  

https://ahswriting.wordpress.com/
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AHS Literacy and Reading Policy  
 
Context 
 
In May 2019, Ofsted released the final version of their new inspection framework, detailing significant 
changes from the previous model. Perhaps the most notable of these changes is the removal of a specific 
category for outcomes and the introduction of the broader category ‘quality of education’, and the 
separation of ‘behaviour and attitudes’ and ‘personal development’ into two discrete judgment areas. Both of 
these are welcome changes for our school.  
 
Crucially, under the new ‘Quality of Education’ judgement, inspectors will now explore how well pupils read, 
enabling them to access a full and rich curriculum. This new judgement will also allow Ofsted to recognise 
secondary schools which encourage pupils to read widely and deeply. A key focus for primary schools will be 
on early reading and the teaching of phonics. In secondary schools, they will be interested in how far the 
curriculum accommodates the local context of pupils, in particular, how it equips students with the knowledge 
and skills lacking from home environments, that is, how a school will equip students with the necessary ‘cultural 
capital’ that puts students on a more level playing field. As a school, we will need to evidence how we are 
addressing the strong links between reading and academic, social and emotional success.  
 
How reading fits in to the judgement process is outlined in the diagram below: 
 
 

 
 
Although we are keen to ensure that our curriculum model and principles for teaching and learning are in line 
with the new Ofsted framework, this has certainly not been the only impetus to re-evaluate our strategies for 
the teaching of reading and literacy instruction. We have long worked to ensure that a rigorous programme 
of literacy strategies is embedded across the school, and over the past 5 years we have seen our GCSE and 
A-Level outcomes go from strength to strength.  However, this new framework has provided a fresh 
opportunity for us to re-evaluate what was working well, and where we felt we could make further 
improvements.   
 
 
Evidence-based practice 
 
The impact of reading and literacy on pupil progress is well-documented. Much time and research has gone 
into investigating the importance of reading both in, and out of an educational context, over the past few 
years.  
 
Our reading and literacy policy has been most heavily influenced by three bodies of research: 

1) Oxford School Improvement, Building an Outstanding Reading School, 2017. 

Intent:

At whole school 
level, inspectors 

will consider how 
the curriculum 

has been 
designed and 
taught so that 

pupils read at an 
age-appropriate 

level.

Implementation:

-Reading is prioritised to allow pupils to 
access the full curriculum offer.

-A rigorous and sequential approach to 
the reading curriculum develops pupils' 
fluency, confidence and enjoyment in 

reading. At all stages, reading attainment 
is assessed and gaps are addressed 
quickly and effectively for all pupils. 

-Teachers ensure that their own speaking, 
listening, writing and reading of English 

support pupils in developing their 
language and vocabulary well.

Impact:

Pupils read widely 
and often, with 

fluency and 
comprehension 

appropriate to their 
age. 
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2) Education Endowment Foundation, Improving Literacy in Secondary Schools Guidance Report, 
2019 

3) Doug Lemov et al., Reading Reconsidered: A Practical Guide to Rigorous Literacy Instruction, 
2016. 

Recent findings have identified the following key issues with regards to reading (many of which feed into and 
inform our own vision for whole school reading). 
 
 

 
 
These principles form the basis of the Archbishop Holgate’s School reading and literacy policy. They have 
influenced our practice and informed changes to our whole school reading and literacy policy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The ‘Matthew 
Effect’ Keith 

Stanovich, 1986:
Children who learn 
to read in the first 
three years of their 
education become 

fluent readers. They 
read more, learn 
more vocabulary 

which then enables 
them to read more 
and comprehend 
more advanced 
texts and so they 
advance further.

The children who fail 
to learn to read, 

read less, are less 
fluent, have a 

poorer vocabulary, 
comprehend less and 
the gap just keeps 

on growing: ‘The rich 
get richer and the 
poor get poorer’.

Nationally, around 
20% of students 

leave primary school 
unable fluently and 

accurately to decode. 
This means that their 

reading speed is 
likely to be less than 

200 words per 
minute. When 

reading speed is this 
slow, our ability to 
comprehend text 

starts to disintegrate. 
Crucially, if reading 
is hard work, you’re 
unlikely to do it for 

pleasure and, without 
practice, students who 

struggle to decode 
fall even further 

behind their reading 
peers. It’s estimated 
that the top 10% of 
readers read in two 
days what it takes 
the bottom 10% a 

whole year to 
absorb.

Adolescents 
entering the adult 
world in the 21st 
century will read 
and write more 

than at any other 
time in human 

history . . . They 
will need literacy 
to cope with the 

flood of 
information they 

will find 
everywhere they 

turn. They will 
need literacy to 

feed their 
imaginations so 
they can create 
the world of the 

future . . . (Moore 
et al., 1999, p.3)

Developing a 
love of 
reading can 
be more 
important for 
a child’s 
educational 
success than 
their family’s 
socio-
economic 
background.
Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation 
and Development 
(OECD)
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Our vision- Literacy within the context of AHS: 
 
Archbishop Holgate’s School is a fully comprehensive church school, serving a very large and very diverse 
demographic. As the largest secondary school in York, our growth has led to a natural increase in the number 
of students classified as disadvantaged- with 16% of all students falling into this category. As such, we feel it 
is more important than ever that no students’ socio-economic background or starting point in life should 
impede their chances of success. The ability to read well, speak fluently and write competently for a range of 
audiences and purposes are absolutely vital to a student’s academic and social success. They underpin the 
whole school curriculum, and are core life skills that enable students to flourish and thrive in an increasingly 
demanding world.  
 
At AHS, we believe that literacy and communication are essential life skills. Because literacy is central to 
children’s academic, emotional and social development, it should be at the heart of any curriculum. We want 
our pupils to develop the skills and knowledge that will enable them to communicate effectively and 
creatively through both the spoken and written language and finally, equip them with the skills to become 
lifelong learners and capable world citizens.  
 
Successful approaches to the teaching of reading and literacy should encourage children to employ a variety 
of strategies in their pursuit of meaning and knowledge acquisition. To this end, our reading and literacy 
policy is of the utmost importance, and is a vision that all staff and students at AHS buy into and believe in. 
 
Over the past few years, we have worked hard to instil a love of reading at KS3 and KS4 with the 
introduction of the Accelerated Reader programme; Word of the Week; subject glossaries; DEAR time; 
reading bell work and much more. Our reading plan is such that it allows us to build on current successful 
approaches, whilst also making small but effective changes to further secure and embed pupils’ reading, 
writing and spoken skills. With this in mind, we intend to make small but effective changes to the way we 
teach reading and literacy as a school over the next three years.  
 
Aims of the policy: 
 

➢ Ensure all staff working at AHS are advocates for literacy and reading- continually highlighting the 
importance of both through the implementation of clear, simple strategies. 

➢ To every reasonable end, aim to secure a basic standard of literacy for all students, removing 
barriers through a programme of manageable, targeted and measurable interventions.  

➢ Ensure students are equipped with the appropriate tools to read, write and speak to a standard that 
is required for success in further education and in the demanding job market. 

➢ Equip staff with the tools to better teach reading and to raise standards of literacy in their individual 
classrooms. Underpinning this will be a focus on: closing the word gap through targeted vocabulary 
work; promoting fluency in reading and proficiency in oracy, and finally; ensuring students have the 
reading stamina and resilience to close read even the most challenging of texts, ultimately giving them 
the best possible chance of success with the rigour and demand of the reformed GCSEs and A-Levels.  
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AHS ‘Reading Ready’: 
 

 
  

Year 1: 
 
Our priority in the first year is to 
ensure that good reading 
practices are consistently 
embedded across the school, 
building on our current successful 
approaches.  

 
Pupils at Archbishop Holgate’s will read widely and often, and in a variety of ways (silently, aloud and read to): At AHS our 
commitment is to ensure that our pupils are fluent readers and speakers, with a focus on oracy as a means of accessing the world.  

Strategies: 
1) All pupils in Years 7-9 will engage in 5 minutes of independent reading at the start of lessons, carrying an appropriate 
reading book as part of their equipment requirements.   
2) All pupils will be provided opportunities to engage in ‘popcorn reading’, across their subjects. 
3) All pupils will read at least one shared text per half-term in DEAR time-led by the form tutor and based around a 
culturally relevant topic or theme. This will then form part of a half-termly homework reading task, that is ‘reviewed’ in 
form time through a series of pre-planned text-dependent questions.  
 

Year 2: 
 
Our priority in year two will be 
around ensuring that our current 
strategies for embedding 
vocabulary are well-integrated, 
robust and widely used by all 
relevant staff.  

 
Pupils at Archbishop Holgate’s will be encouraged to develop their vocabulary: Our aim is to address the word gap, ensuring that all 

pupils have the vocabulary needed to be successful academically, socially and emotionally, regardless of their 
starting point in life.  
Strategies: 
1) Vocabulary is broadened through a weekly Word of the Week: exam specific, ambitious and tier 2 words are 
carefully selected to address gaps in knowledge and close the word gap.  
2) Subject specific terminology is explicitly taught in all subject areas, signposted by the use of the vocabulary logo 
and integrated into the literacy marking policy. Marking for literacy also forms part of our work trawl process.  
3) Pupils are frequently tested on the spelling and meaning of subject specific vocabulary as part of the homework 
policy, using glossaries, knowledge organisers or other such        resources as support.   

 

Year 3: 
 
Our priority in year three will be 
to diseminate cross-curricula 
training, with the English 
department leading on strategies 
for close reading challenging 
texts.  
 

 
Pupils at Archbishop Holgate’s School will ‘close read’ texts frequently, using a set of close reading ‘tools’: Our 
aim is to ensure that all pupils have the reading resilience and stamina required to read even the most challenging 
texts, suitably equipping them for the demands of GCSE, A-Level and future academic study.  
Strategies: 
1) Use layered readings to read a challenging text more than once. 
2) Ask the students a series of text-dependent questions to check comprehension. 
3) Write in response to what they have read to achieve mastery of a text.  
 

https://ahswriting.wordpress.com/
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=PcZIDLwV&id=BB53C5F16E3011AD37197648CEF51C22E43F7897&thid=OIP.PcZIDLwVKQa1HetWZF5hLQAAAA&mediaurl=https://clipartion.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/popcorn-clip-art2.png&exph=499&expw=408&q=popcorn+cartoon&simid=608039206177341600&selectedIndex=0
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Defining Literacy  
 
In its most basic sense, literacy is ‘the ability to read, write, speak and listen in a way that lets us communicate 
effectively and make sense of the world.’1 
 
Based on the recent work of the EEF on literacy in Secondary schools, we recognise the importance of 
disciplinary literacy: Disciplinary literacy recognises that literacy skills are both general and subject specific, 
‘emphasising the value of supporting teachers of every subject to teach students how to read, write and 
communicate effectively.’2 
 
With this in mind, outlined below are our strategies for improving standards of literacy across the school, in a 
way that is cross-curricular and holistic in its approach. 
 
Vocabulary: 
 

1. All subject areas have created termly glossaries containing key words. Students have access to these 
glossaries, and their comprehension of subject specific terminology is assessed through low-stakes 
testing and through the homework policy. (See Appendix C).  

2. In order to enhance and broaden students’ vocabulary, Word of the Week covers a wide range of 
subject specific, exam based and tier 2 words. Word of the Week is disseminated through the tutor 
time programme and as part of weekly staff briefings. Many subject areas aim to link the Word of 
the Week to their current learning. Word of the Week is visible on posters across the form rooms.  

3. The AHT Director of English provides regular training on the teaching of vocabulary through staff 
training, Show and Share, APD sessions etc. For consistency, the model we are adopting in the 
teaching of vocabulary is the Frayer Model.   

4. Evidence of targeted vocabulary instruction in every subject: Subject specific terminology or 
vocabulary development will be signposted to students through the AHS logo:  

 
 
 
Reading: 
 

1. As part of our equipment requirements, all students in Years 7-10 are required to carry a reading 
book every day. They should be able to produce this book and engage in a conversation about what 
they are reading when asked.  

2. Our tutor time programme includes a weekly DEAR (Drop everything and read) session. All students 
are well-practised in reading silently for 15 minutes, including the form tutor who should also role-
model excellent reading habits. From Sept 2019, all students will read a shared text once per half 
term in DEAR time which will then form part of the holiday reading homework. These texts have been 
carefully selected to cover a broad range of topics, are both fiction and nonfiction, and of significant 
challenge. (Lemov, Reading Reconsidered, 2016).  

3. All students in Years 7,8 and 9 take part in the Accelerated Reader Programme. A student reads a 
book, takes an online quiz, and gets immediate feedback. Students respond to regular feedback and 
are motivated to make progress with their reading skills.   We STAR test each student at the end of 
each term to assess their progress to date. This then informs intervention where needed, both to 
support and to challenge. We have seen huge success across both Years 7 and 8 over the past two 
years, a summary of which can be found in Appendix D.    

4. In order to facilitate excellent reading habits, all students in Years 7-9 will read for 5 minutes at the 
start of every lesson. This is a well-practised habit for students in Years 7 and 8, and is something we 
feel will continue to be hugely beneficial to students in Year 9 as they enter their transition year. This 
is based on research from Renaissance Learning (2018) which states that: “Students with engaged 
reading time (ERT) values greater than 15 minutes had positive [academic] gains, indicating that as 
little as 15 to 24 minutes spent reading daily has notable benefits”. Our programme of reading is 

                                                           
1 https://literacytrust.org.uk/information/what-is-literacy/ 
2 https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/improving-literacy-in-secondary-schools/ 
 

https://literacytrust.org.uk/information/what-is-literacy/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/improving-literacy-in-secondary-schools/
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such that at the end of each school day, we can be sure that students have engaged in at least 25 
minutes of reading, 45 minutes on a day when they have DEAR time.  

5. The school library has undergone significant changes over the past three years. We have introduced 
an electronic library management system, almost doubled the stock and are continuing to make 
necessary improvements to ensure that it is a valuable and welcoming reading and learning space for 
all students. We have recently been awarded a sum of money from a local charity in order to 
facilitate these changes.  

 
Speaking and listening/Oracy: 
 
The EEF (2019) recently suggested that providing opportunities for students to engage in structured talk is 
equally as important as helping them with their reading and writing. They say: 
“Talk is a powerful tool for learning and literacy. It can improve reading and writing outcomes, enhance 
communication skills, and increase students’ understanding across the curriculum. While all students benefit 
from classroom discussion activities, talk also appears to be particularly beneficial for low attaining students 
and those from disadvantaged backgrounds.”34 
 

1. All students will be provided with opportunities to engage in ‘popcorn reading’ in their lessons. This 
strategy simply involves students closely tracking the reading of a text, picking up the reading of it 
when required by their teacher or peer. Once they have read an adequate amount, they can then 
‘popcorn’ another students to carry on. Teachers will be trained to understand what ‘fluency’ and 
‘accuracy’ should look and sound like in reading, and will be provided with strategies to aid students 
with their oracy skills.  

2. As part of our programme of intervention, students will have the opportunity to work with Talk the 
Talk- an organisation who help students become communicators for life. The sessions are specifically 
designed for all students of all abilities, however motivated (or not) they are to become better 
communicators. Alongside this, staff will also engage in a programme of CPD on oracy this academic 
year.  

 
Writing: 
 
The English department have worked hard over the past three years to develop specific approaches to 
writing that have seen a notable improvement in writing outcomes at GCSE. They devised and implemented 
writing frameworks/structures that help students to adapt their writing for different purposes: writing to 
describe, writing to narrate and writing with an opinion. Using this approach as a bench mark, our whole-
school aims are to: 
 

1. Prepare our students for the rigours and demands of the reformed examinations from 2015 onwards. 
2. Provide opportunities for students to showcase their writing in real-world contexts (AHS Writing blog, 

newsletter, competitions etc.) 
3. Celebrate and reward great writing, modelling successful writing processes to students.  
4. Encourage self-correction and editing through the DIRT process.  
5. Encourage students to write more effectively in direct response to what they have read, providing 

appropriate frameworks for effective writing in every subject area.  
6. As part of our shared DEAR reading, students will be provided with a menu of stretch tasks that will 

enable them to reflect on and respond to what they have read. Many of these tasks will require 
students to complete a piece of extended writing (see Appendix E for example of DEAR menu).  

7. Ensure that staff have an awareness of the different types of writing expected in their subject area, 
and how to model and scaffold this writing appropriately.  

 
 

                                                           
3  Myhill, D. and Jones, S. (2009). How Talk becomes Text: Investigating the Concept of Oral Rehearsal in Early Years’ Classrooms. 
British Journal of Educational Studies, 57(3), pp.265-284. DOI: 10.1111/j.1467-8527.2009.00438.x 
 
4 https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/improving-literacy-in-secondary-schools/ 
 

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/improving-literacy-in-secondary-schools/
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 Marking for literacy 
 
Our marking and feedback policy has always included opportunities for teachers to assess students’ 
competency in literacy. Each year however, we reflect on the literacy component to ensure that the areas of 
focus are most relevant to our current cohort of students. 
 
Our literacy marking policy comprises of three simple areas: spelling, punctuation and grammar, each of 
which is broken down into one or two sub-sections. See Appendix A for our marking for literacy document.  
 
Every subject teacher should: 

1. Mark according to their department-centric marking policy. 
2. Highlight but not rectify literacy errors on a piece of assessed work using the codes below. 
3. Provide timely reminders to students, encouraging them to proof-read, edit and re-draft their work-

focusing on their spelling, punctuation and grammar. 
4. Ensure students act on feedback during DIRT time, correcting literacy mistakes through targeted 

support.  
5. Encourage students to take pride in their written work, insisting on a high standard of presentation in 

every subject area.  
 
Literacy Marking 
Sp – common mistakes, words from glossary 
P – capital letters, full stops 
G - 3 key focuses – being/been, they’re/their/there, wear/where/were 
 
 
Monitoring standards of literacy across school: 
 
Subject Leaders must ensure their departmental feedback policy is in line with the school’s marking and 
feedback policy.   

1. Subject Leaders and SLT undertake quality assurance of written work to ensure feedback is allowing 
students to progress their learning. This may involve learning walks, informal conversations, work 
scrutiny, department meetings, students and staff voice etc.    

2. Subject Leaders will check departmental feedback as part of quality assurance process.  Line 
Managers will regularly discuss and evaluate the quality of feedback during MTIYT meetings and 
take steps to rectify issues where necessary.  

All staff are responsible for modelling excellent standards of literacy. Staff are supported to understand how 
to teach students to read, write and communicate effectively in their subjects.  Staff are expected to adhere 
to our whole school literacy and reading policy, engaging in regular whole school training where relevant 
and striving to implement our whole school reading aims.  
 
Targeted literacy interventions 
 
Targeted literacy interventions take place to support students whose reading ability and general literacy is 
such that they will struggle to access the full curriculum offer, and will need additional support in successful 
completion of GCSE and A-Level/Level 3 courses. In the past, students with lower CATS (Cognitive Ability Test 
Scores) and SATS literacy scores would be selected to take part in one or more of the school literacy 
interventions. However, we now also heavily rely upon the Autumn STAR reading test to identify students in 
need of urgent intervention. 
 
The interventions usually target KS3 students but bespoke programmes are delivered to KS4 students where 
appropriate. See an example of our literacy intervention plan from 2017/18 in Appendix F.   
 
Some of our interventions include: 
Catch Up Literacy – This is delivered on an individual basis with a Teaching Assistant/SENDCO, as and when 
required. Catch up funding has also enabled us to offer specialist nurture groups, and an additional literacy 
hour for students in Year 7, 8 and 9.  
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Accelerated Reader- All students in Years 7-9 take part in this programme of reading intervention on a daily 
basis. Termly reports are generated for subject staff who tailor their lessons accordingly.  
 
Paired reading- Three times a week during PM registration. The intervention is delivered by Y10, 6th form 
volunteers and YSIS students.  
  
Spell Zone- Daily during PM reg or lesson time, in the school library or with the SENDCO/TAs.  
 
Apollo reading challenge- This intervention is aimed at students in KS3 with a reading age of 15+ as it 
encourages them to read books from a more challenging literary canon. Programme of rewards is offered.  
 
YSIS Support- The English department receives regular volunteers from York University who are trained in 
house, and then work on a weekly basis with a number of students requiring additional support in English.  
 
Subject specialist reading and phonics support- Where the timetable allows, a member of the English 
department works with a small number of students using PIXL resources and phonics training from our 
Pathfinder Primary Practitioner.   
 
Related policies:  
To gain a deeper understanding of how this literacy policy relates to wider teaching and learning practices 
within the school, it should be read in conjunction with:  
i) Teaching and Learning policy 
ii) English as an Additional Language policy 
iii) Marking and feedback policy 
 
 
Appendix A: 
Marking for Literacy document 
Appendix B: 
AHS Reading Road map 
Appendix C: 
Summary of Accelerated Reader results 
Appendix D: 
Example subject glossaries 
Appendix E: 
DEAR stretch tasks.  
Appendix F: 
Example literacy intervention plan 
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Appendix A: Marking for literacy document 

 

English department: KS3 marking and literacy policy 

 

The English department follows the whole-school policy of two-book marking.  

 

There will be no written feedback from the teacher in this book, although you will see evidence of 

homework (self or peer assessed). At least one piece of homework per half-term will be marked by the 

class teacher. This will be in the class book or assessment book, at teacher discretion. 

 

Students are provided with detailed written feedback in their assessment book. This is available to view, 

upon request. 

 

Sp: 

1. Correct spelling of subject terminology from: 

a. Departmental glossaries/Knowledge Organisers 

b. Previous topics or units of work 

 

P: 

1. Use a capital letter: date/title and at the start of every sentence.  

2. Use a full stop to end your sentence. 

 

Gr: 

1. Use Standard English, not slang. 

2. Check for these three key homophone/grammatical mistakes: 

       being/been, they’re/their/there, wear/where/were 

 

 

 

  

Sp: Spelling 
P: Punctuation 
Gr: Grammar 
 

https://ahswriting.wordpress.com/
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Appendix B: 
Our reading road map- how reading and literacy is promoted across the curriculum at Archbishop Holgate’s School 
Year 
group 

DEAR/ Tutor Time 
Programme 

Accelerated 
Reader 
Programme 

Homework Competitions, Whole School 
Events and Rewards 

In-class strategies Vocabulary and exam readiness 

7  
 
Word of the Week on 
morning notices each 

week- topical, exam 
based and tier two 
words used. 
 
DEAR timetabled once 
per week for 20 minutes. 
Students can choose the 
text they read. Staff are 
encouraged to read 
alongside students to 
demonstrate good 
reading behaviours.  
 
One DEAR per HT to be 
focused on a shared 
read of a year group 
specific text that is linked 
to JOURNEY. This forms 
part of the ‘school 
holiday’ homework.   
 

Literacy related news 
stories in the weekly 
news slides where 
appropriate. 
 
Monthly supply of fresh 
stock to library, covering 
all genres and ability 
ranges.  
 
Range of ‘stretch’ 
projects offered as part 
of the half-termly shared 

 
 
AR programme 
launched in Y7.  

STAR test data 
reported to SLT 
and staff on a 
termly basis.  
 
Parental 
information 
evening. 
 
30 mins of 
reading during 
literacy lesson.  
 
Paired reading 
for weakest 
readers 
Tues/Weds/Thurs 
PM reg (Y10 and 
Y12 mentors). 
 
Apollo reading 

challenge for 
AGT readers.  
 
Created robust 
programme of 
rewards for 
reading, linked to 
AR achievements. 
 
Created robust 
prpgramme of 
intervention for 
weakest readers. 

 
 
Shared DEAR 
text once per 

HT forms 
part of the 
reading 
homework to 
be 
completed 
during school 
holidays. This 
will be 
discussed 
and 
reviewed in 
form time, 
facilitated 
by form 
tutors. 
 
Regular 
homework 
linked to the 
learning and 

spelling of 
key subject 
terms from 
the subject 
glossary. 
 
Glossaries 
and 
knowledge 
organisers 
produced for 
all 

 
AHS Reading Ready banners: key 
priorities displayed across school.  
 

Reading for pleasure 
morning/afternoon- calendared 
to launch/re-launch Accelerated 
Reader and celebrate all things 
reading at the start of each new 
academic year. 
 
Annual summer reading challenge 
launch to prevent summer slide in 
reading- reward linked to 
completion. 
 
Created programme of rewards 
for reading specifically, linked to 
AR achievements (Apollo 
graduation, bacon butties with 
head, certificates in assembly, 
book vouchers etc.). 
 
World Book Day and other 
literacy related events marked 

and celebrated as a whole school 
(Refugee week/ Mental health 
week/National Poetry Day etc.) 
 
Regular library events run by 
librarian and EAL coordinator. 
 
Subject Specialist English- 
calendared programme of yearly 
events (including author/poet 
visits; trips to theatre/museums; 
whole school writing competitions; 
national writing competitions etc.) 

 
 
5 minutes of reading at the start 
of every lesson.  

 
Additional literacy lesson in 
English with a well-planned 
programme of reading and 
literacy interventions.  
 
Form notice board- 
‘Recommended Reads’ for each 
year group. 
 
Volunteers from York University 
helping in class with reading, 
and acting as paired reading 
mentors.  
 
DIRT time in all subjects- 
reviewing work and correcting 
literacy using 
glossaries/dictionaries/thesaurus  
 

 
 
All students provided with a glossary of 
subject specific terminology at the start of 

a new topic, stuck into books.  
 
Word of the Week on morning/afternoon 
notices each week- topical, exam based 
and tier two words used. 
 
Whole school reading and literacy updates 
in Daly bulletin and announced in morning 
briefing on a Monday to raise profile with 
staff. 
 
SNS/Training days dedicated to delivering 
high quality training to staff- calendared 
throughout the year.   
 
Y8 Them and Us vocabulary work in 
English additional literacy lesson (added to 
curriculum timetable as of Sept 2019) 
 
‘English’ section of the school website 
contains reading lists, spelling booklets, 

sample texts etc. 
https://archbishopholgates.academy/ 
curriculum/subjects/English/ 
 
 
PP- Scientific literary programme for Y9 
(Ob) 
 
PP- Reading around Geography 
programme for Y7 (Rs) 
 
RE: Reading around the curriculum- once 
per HT.  

https://archbishopholgates.academy/
https://archbishopholgates.academy/curriculum/subjects/english/
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8 DEAR. Suite of rewards 
offered for completion.  
  
  

 
Weekly quiz 
results published 
in the newsletter 
and regular 
communication 
with parents.  

appropriate 
subjects. 
 
Range of 
‘stretch’ 
projects 
offered as 
part of the 
half-termly 
shared DEAR. 
Suite of 

rewards 
offered for 
completion.  
  
 

 
AHS English Department Writing 
Blog: 
https://ahswriting.wordpress.com/ 
 
KS3 Cultural Opportunities and 
Experience projects: RE, Science 
and Geography 

 

9 AR programme 
to extend 
beyond Y7 and 

8, moving into Y9 
also as of Sept 
2019, to 
encompass all of 
the above. 
 
Continue with 
both paired 
reading and AGT 
reading 
challenges.   

5 minutes of reading at the start 
of every lesson, launching Sept 
2019.  

 
Additional literacy lesson in 
English, launched Sept 2018- 
alternating between writing and 
reading each term. 
 

 

10 16 by 16 
reading 
challenge 
launched with all 
classes through 
English lessons 
with a 
celebration event 
at end of the 

year. 
 
Wider reading 
bookshelf 
installed at top 
of English stairs- 
students can 
borrow and 
return as they 
wish.  

Launch termly writing completion 
using school blog.  
 
Y11 Wellbeing activities – link to 
reading/cultural capital around 
reading and vocabulary. 

Y10 Reading boxes in every 
English room, plus 5 mins 
reading at start of every lesson.  
 
16 by 16 reading challenge 
launched with all classes through 
English lessons with a celebration 
event at end of the year. 
 

Y11 IAG day for A-Level 
Humanities subjects 

11 Word of the Week on 
morning notices each 
week- topical, exam-
based words used in 
Spring term. 
 

Y12 DEAR time once per 
week in tutor time. 
Nonfiction texts linked to 
a range of literary, 
cultural, political and 
environmental topics 
sourced by Assistant 
Head 6th form.  
 
Form noticeboard 
advertising 
‘Recommended Reads’, 
taken from all subjects, 

12 
and 
13 

 Essay based 
subjects set 
extended 
reading and 

 
Assistant Head – Supporting 
Students to facilitate AGT school-
wide or national essay 

 
Y12 Enrichment programme to 
feature ‘book 
club/debate/AGT’ option that 

Y12 Reading lists given out in Lit/Lang- 
encourage wider reading as part of Non-
Exam Assessments. 
 

https://ahswriting.wordpress.com/
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mix of fiction and 
nonfiction.  

writing 
homework on 
a regular 
basis as part 
of their SoW 
and homework 
policy. 
 
Set of 
challenging 
fiction and 
non-fiction 
extracts 
available in 
the Sixth Form 
Study area for 
use by 
students 
if/when 
needed. These 
are samples 
from the 
‘Recommended 
Reading’ list.  

competitions- at least one per 
term.  

promotes wider reading for 
personal and academic 
development. 

Y12/13 Academic reading and research 
strategies taught through EPQ. 
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Appendix C: 
A summary of Accelerated Reader results for Year 7 and 8, 2019-19. 
 
 
Year 7 Annual Progress Report 2019  

 
 
 
Year 8 Annual Progress Report 2019  

ALL STUDENTS PUPIL PREMIUM EAL 

Average 
reading 
age in 

September 

Average 
reading 
age in 
June 

Average 
reading  

Total 
progress 

Average 
reading 
age in 

September 

Average 
reading 
age in 
June 

Average 
reading age 

Total 
progress 

Average 
reading 
age in 

September 

Average 
reading 
age in 
June 

Average 
reading age 

Total 
progress 

11.05 12.06 +11 months 11.04 11.06 +2 months 9.02 9.09 +7 months 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALL STUDENTS PUPIL PREMIUM EAL 

Average 
reading 
age in 

September 

Average 
reading 
age in 
June 

Average 
reading  

Total 
progress 

Average 
reading 
age in 

September 

Average 
reading 
age in 
June 

Average 
reading age 

Total 
progress 

Average 
reading 
age in 

September 

Average 
reading 
age in 
June 

Average 
reading age 

Total 
progress 

10.08 11.07 11 months 9.03 10.02 11 months 9.07 10.08 13 months 
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Appendix D: Example subject glossary 
 
Y8 Science glossary 
 
TOPIC: Ecosystems 2 
 

Term Definition 

1. Respiration A process that used glucose to release energy from food 

2. Aerobic 
Respiration which uses oxygen from the air. Carbon dioxide and 

water are produced 

3. Anaerobic 
Respiration that does not use oxygen. Humans produce lactic acid, 

yeast produce ethanol 

4. Fermentation A process which converts sugar into ethanol in yeast 

5. Photosynthesis 
A process which uses the energy from sunlight to make glucose from 

water and carbon dioxide 

6. Stomata 
Tiny holes in the leaf which allow water to evaporate and gases to 

move in and out 

7. Glucose A sugar made by photosynthesis and used in respiration 

8. Starch A long chain of glucose joined together which plants use for storage 

9. Algae Green photosynthesising bacteria found in water 

10. Chlorophyll The green pigment in chloroplasts where photosynthesis occurs 

 
 
SUBJECT glossary   Art and Design   Year 7 
TOPIC: Visual Elements 
 

Term Definition 

11. Line A continuous mark 

12. Tone The effect of light or dark on a colour 

13. Texture The look and feel of a surface 

14. Colour The visual effect of light rays on an object 

15. Shape 
A flat/2D area enclosed by a line or edge  

16. Form A 3D (three dimensional) shape which can be viewed from all sides 

17. Pattern A repeated, decorative design 

18. Primary Red, Yellow, Blue 

19. Secondary Orange, Purple, Green 

20.  Printing 
Creating an image where ink is transferred from one surface to 

another. 

21. Media The materials used to create an image 

22. Design A plan or drawing of an idea 
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Appendix E: 
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‘Urgent’: 
students 
needing 
immediate 
support 
with 
reading as 
a result of 
AR STAR 
 
Those with 
a reading 
age 

between 
6-7 

WR/NL/
Sixth 
form 
volunteer
s/YSIS/ 

1. WR to organise and facilitate a parents’ information 
evening. Session will outline how best to support all 
readers, how the AR programme works (and how it can 
be accessed by parents) and advice on how to read with 
your child. Weds 10th October. 

2. Paired reading running PM reg Tues/Weds/Thurs 
3. Two YSIS to take most vulnerable readers for 1:1 

mentoring and reading support. Depending on their 
availability, this will be during PM reg and timetabled 
literacy hour. 
NB: YSIS students (plus sixth form volunteers if possible) 
and Cm to receive training from Alison Bailey in phonics 
and basic reading at a cost of £300. Training to take 
place on Weds 24th October.  

4. WR to use AR to set up specific reading goals/targets 
for ‘urgent’ students in order to monitor in detail students’ 
reading progress. 

5. ‘Urgent’ students to be STAR tested every half term, with 
data being tracked on AR and used to inform or tweak 
reading support they are accessing. This information is to 
be shared at SLT. Testing to happen during PM reg. 

6. Wr planned Y7 routes to reading initial homework 
booklet to be used autumn one: M:\00-Homework\3. 
English\0. Year 7 Autumn 1.  Staff RAG Y7 against 7 key 

skills for reading on the KS3 tracker each week during 
the homework review. See here: M:\03-Staff Only\02-
Subjects\01-English\0. Trackers 

7. Wr and Cm to assess data at Oct HT to identify priority 
students for intervention after HT. See end of doc- can 
CM do small group reading intervention with students 
during her ‘free’ hour? Dl approved-potential to use two 
hours. NB: Cm will need training. Renaissance early 
literacy package? To be discussed at SLT 

8. MM and WR ensured there were AR reading record 
pages in Y7 planner this year- need one: one 
conversations and Eng. teacher/paired reading 
mentor/form tutor checking the reading record each 

• WR to draft a letter 
and send out once 
STAR data is 
analysed.  

• Begin week 4/5 
(depending on when 
STAR tests can take 
place) 

• YSIS coming in for 
induction Weds 26th 
September with WR 
with a view to starting 
w/c 1/10/18. 

• WR to set reading 
goals on AR once first 
STAR test has 
happened (week 
four). 

• All interventions as 
listed are to have 
commenced by Oct 
HT or just after.  

1. WR and MM. SLT to 
read the information 
booklet and have basic 
knowledge of AR.  

2. Move paired reading 
from library (too 
busy/noisy). EN12/13? 
EN7? WR to book rooms 
on repeat all year. 

3. WR has booked training 
with Alison Bailey for 
Y12/YSIS/CM- Weds 
25th October in 
Pathfinder.   

4. WR to set reading 
targets and inform Eng. 
teachers/form tutors of 
their targets. Done for 
all URGENT y7 and 8. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

▪ STAR test data collection 
every HT for students doing 
paired reading or reading 
mentor scheme. 

▪ Reading records in 
planners showing improved 
independent reading time. 
WR to ensure staff 
feedback on reading logs 
and identify students’ not 
engaging in enough 
reading 

▪ WR to review intervention 
plan and outcomes or each 

targeted means of support 
over Christmas in order to 
produce tweaked plan for 
Spring term. 
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week to pass on concerns to WR. Wr to QA planners 
once per HT to check reading logs being used.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
WR to put notices for Y7 and 
8 students to remind them to 
get their reading logs signed. 
WR will also put item in 
newsletter and will tweet 
each week, reminding 

parents to sign the reading 
log. 
 
 
WR will send out weekly 
email – in Daly bulletin) on a 
Monday, reminding Y7 and 8 
FTs to check students reading 
log when they sign planners.  

 

Pupil 
Premium: 
Students 
who are on 
the 
‘Urgent’ list 
AND in 
receipt of 
Pupil 
Premium 
 

WR/CM/
YSIS/Y1
2 

Support same as above with the addition of: 
1. WR to organise and facilitate a parents’ information evening 

for our weakest readers (PP and non-PP) in the library. Speak 
to Wl- possibility of linking this up with PP session in Tang Hall 
library. Session will outline how best to support emerging 
readers, how the AR programme works (and how it can be 
accessed by parents) and advice on how to read with your 
child.  

2. Paired reading running PM reg Tues- 1:1 with sixth form 
volunteers. 

3. Two YSIS to take most vulnerable readers for one: one 

mentoring and reading support in lessons (see YSIS timetable 
below) Depending on their availability, this will be during PM 
reg and timetabled literacy hour. All YSIS are DBS checked.  

4. As part of PP role- Cm to produce self-guided reading pack 
for PP students to use during DEAR/Accelerated reading 
lesson to support. Cm can use Pixl resources where 
appropriate  

▪ WR to draft a letter and 
send out once STAR data 
is analysed.  

▪ Begin week 4/5 
(depending on when STAR 
tests can take place) 

▪ YSIS coming in for 
induction Weds 26th 
September with WR with 

a view to starting w/c 
1/10/18. 

▪ WR to set reading goals 
on AR once first STAR test 
has happened (week four)  
 

Support same as above with 
the addition of: 
 

.  
1. Wr to consider 

additional specific 
rewards for PP 

students accessing 
extra intervention. 
Will liaise with Wl 

▪ STAR test data collection 
every HT. 

▪ Reading records in 
planners showing improved 
independent reading time. 
WR to ensure staff 
feedback on reading logs 
and identify students’ not 
engaging in enough 
reading 

▪ WR to review intervention 
plan and outcomes or each 
targeted means of support 
over Christmas in order to 
produce tweaked plan for 
Spring term. 

‘Interventi
on 
required’- 
students 
with a 
reading 

WR/MY/
NL/class 
teachers 

1. Letter to go home to parents of these children with advice 
on how best to support them with their reading at home, 
recommendations for reading practices and a reminder 
to complete students’ reading log in planner on a weekly 
basis.  

• WR to draft and send 
letter once STAR data 
has been analysed.  

• WR to identify 1 to 2 
students per week in 
Tuesday briefing as 

▪ MY to supervise in 
library THURS PM reg 

▪ WR to order vouchers as 
rewards for continued 
effort in reading (target 

▪ Termly STAR test data.  

▪ Weekly quizzing reports.  
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age of 
between 7 
and 8 (PP 
and non-
PP) 

2. Resources produced by Cm/Wr made available on 
website and promoted in newsletter.  

3. Private reading during Tues/Weds/Thurs PM reg in the 
library/EN7.  

4. WR to send out weekly quizzing data to Y7/8 class 
teachers and highlight focus students each week in 
Tuesday briefing, with ‘intervention required’ students 
highlighted as a priority. Literacy teachers to check 
reading logs/quiz data in planners (prioritising these 
students) 

focus students for 
ENG staff as taken 
from weekly quizzing 
data. 

• Wr has set up 
Renaissance Home 
Connect for parents, 
and will write home 
inviting parents to 
login and regularly 
check their students’ 
progress.  

to be negotiated on child 
by child basis) 

▪ Weekly quizzing reports 
generated and focus 
students identified for 
the week ahead.  

AGT: 16+ 
reading 
age 
 
AGT and 
Pupil 
Premium 
 

Ev/WR/R
me 
/Bk/Wl 

▪ Rme putting together intervention package for Y7/8 
At/above benchmark in form of ‘stretch’ project to run over 
one HT. Potentially Autumn 2? Is this still happening? 

▪ Apollo reading challenge for those with reading age 16+. Ev 
to oversee and check in with these students- specifics to be 
decided with WR.  

▪ WR to identify 5 most able readers to work with BK. 
 

 

▪ RMe to put together a 
package to present to WR 
once STAR data has been 
analysed. RMe to present 
ideas to WR during 
scheduled meeting.  

▪ WR and Rme will review 
success of stretch project 
and Apollo reading 
challenge w/c 7/1/19 
with a view to amending 
and tweaking the 
package.  

▪ EV to meet with ‘Apollo’ 
challenge students on 

rotation during PM reg. 

▪ Wr passed named of most 
able to Bk. Bk liaising with 
Md as to who is already 
on ISSP programme-then 
will go from there. 

 

▪ NB: needs approving. EV 
to be available on a 
Monday PM reg and 
have one: one 
conversation based on 
students’ reading Apollo 
logs.  Ev to set weekly 
reading goals for these 
students 

▪ WR has produced the 
Apollo reading 
challenge booklet which 
is printed and ready to 
go. All resources are also 
available to parents via 
the website. 

▪ Bacon butties with the 
head for students 

completing the AGT 
challenge.  

▪ WR to review STAR test 
data on a termly basis 
and send home to 
parents with a letter 
advising how parents 
can support more able 
students/reading 
list/Apollo challenge.  

▪ Termly STAR test data. 

▪ Outcome of ‘stretch’ 
project. 

▪ In class assessment 
data/KS3 tracker.  
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